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De spite the prominent success of the American
albino model Shaun Ross, albinism rarely
attracts serious deba te in Western culture .
In Africa, by contrast, and particularly
in South Africa and Tanzania, albinism
is frequ ently associated with witchcraft.
South African photographic artistJustin
Dingwall takes a different point of view.
His photographic collection Albus, a
collaboration with legal prosecutor turned
model Thando Hopa (herself an albino ),
challenges the fallacies and consequent
invisibility of albinism .
While he was flicking through the pages of a South
African newspaper 11 years ago, Dingwall
was sudd enly confronted with a vivid
portrait of an albino child. The portrait
made him reconsider the beauty that South
Africa so frequently abjects. "I found the
newspaper portrait a powerful and striking
image that portrayed its sitter as a person
with strength and dignity," he recalls . "That
beauty in difference has stayed in the back
of my mind ever since. South Africa has a
lot of misconceptions about albinism and
there are many myths surrounding it that
cause severe social stigma to be attac h ed
to people with albinism ." Albinism is a
congenital disorder that results in the
production of little or no pigmentation
in the skin, hair and eyes. The condition
occurs in populations around the world but
is most prevalent in Africa: according to
one report, "o ne in 4000 people"has the
disorder in South Africa. 1

f.l Justin Dingwall

© Justin 01ngwall
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While Veil ( 2013).Albus

albinos. Superstition decrees that an albino
Dingwall has given considerable though t to what
death is a blessing; as Dingwall observes,
beauty means. Albus (first seen in Western
"There aren't many structures in place to
Europe at London's A.rn,ifair) celebra tes
protect the pe ople living with albinism."
difference by uncovering the way in which
Thando Hopa's albinism evokes fear and
Making a conscious decision to dispel the myths,
hence becomes associated with sin. By
Dingwall addresses the negative perception
doing this, he offers a new way of reading
in his striking portraits of Thando Hopa:
race while raising awareness about Africa's
"In all of the images, Thando embodies
zeru zeru ("ghosts": the Swahili word
a saintly angelic beau ty tha t I created
is often used to describe albinos) who
through lighting, styling and poses. What
regularly disappear. Many mistaken beliefs
her publicist was looking for was a body
surround their existence. In particular, they
of work that she could use for magazines
are thought to possess mythical powers:
and interviews. After the first click I knew
witch doctors, whose words are taken as
that I wanted to make something new and
ultimate truth, spread the belief tha t the
different with her." Dingwall certainl y
bones of an albino can cure ills and bring
achieves this. There is a striking contra st
wealth and success. In this context, scientific
between his work and the haunting qualities
facts count for nothing .
of Gustavo Lacerda's portraits of white
Brazilian albinos. In an interview with
A1nedqlJ~b B AB.rµod
Wonderland magazine, Lacerda discusses
his desire to explore the albino universe,
01 p~ne::>1::>
s~S;;)ih~m!
Jlp
but instead he places albinos in the position
of an alien, a sentimen t that comesthrough
u;;ids Al!T!9'B.r:=n-qnA
dl{.l
in the stiff body language of his sitters.2
In Albus, however, Dingwall's invocation
of the chaste persona of the Virgin Mary
Ordinary African peop le, typically of the Black
captures an enchanting and, from a
working-class, murder or mutilate albinos
Western perspective, provocative beauty.
to harvest their body parts for use in spells
promising good fortune. Fishermen place
Dingwall's photographic series forces the viewer
the white skin of their albino victims on
to address the invisible, the trauma and
their boats and bind their hair to fishing
vulnerability of the abjected beauty
nets because they believe that doing so will
when it is thrust into the mains tream.
enable them to catch large fish with gold
However, as Dingwall pro claims, "There
in their stomachs. At the time of writing,
was never an intention in making the
Tanzania, the country which reportedly
work to portray trauma. The vulnerability
has the largest albino population in the
seen in the images is crea ted to portray
world, is preparing for a general election.
a quiet beauty that was never intended
There have been warnings that, until the
to be confrontational . I t was intended to
winning party is announced, there will be
a significant increase in albino murders
be celebrated and elevated. I don't view
difference in humanity as abject; to me
and fatal amputations . This is as much
about economics as it is about superstitions:
diversity is what makes humanity interesting
and beautiful. " Yet what is so often cast ou t
money is to be made once the body parts
of society and considered "abjec t" requires
of an albino are delivered to a witch doctor.
As a result, family members expose their
a quality of interpretation , since it operates
indifferent ways depending on social or
albino relatives in order to receive financial
reward, while those without albino relatives
cultural context.
often resort to desecrating the graves of

Purple Mary 120131.
Albus

© Jushn Dingwall
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In

2012,

fashion designers came under fire for the lack
of ethnic diversity on the catwalk. As a result,
designers such as Shayne Oliver (of Hood by Air),
Pan-ick Ervell and Riccardo Tisc i (of Givenchy),
have since embraced albino models as the "new
face of fashion". Shaun Ross, the most successful
albino mode l, has challenged the black-and-white
perfect expectations of models with his unique looks.
In numerous editorials and advertising campaigns,
Ross uses his celebrity status to raise awareness of the
ways in which negative perceptions of his appearance
made him an outsider. His 2012 TED talk further
articulated how Western beauty standards fear
extreme difference, casting it as ugly, when in fact
that difference constitutes a new kind of beauty,
one that deserves to be celebrated .3
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Ironical ly, Ross featured as a beauty pageant instructor
during Beyonce's music video for Pretty Hurts,
but is the presence of an albino mode l in such a
mainstream context any more than a passing trend?
Asjustin Dingwall suggests, "The fashion industry
always has been and always will be affected by trends .
And yes, certain types of models represent these
trends but I don't feel that albino models are being
exploited; I feel that they are being celebrated for
their uniqueness They add another element to the
ever-changing diversity of the fashion industry.
What I have found in the industry is that people
have become bored with 'perfection' and they are
now looking for people who are unique, who they
feel they can relate to. It is now imperfections and
quirkiness that make beauty interesting."
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Rebecca Morgan, born 1984,is an artist living and
working in Bloomsbury, Pennsylvania.
She holds an MFA from Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn (2009). Morgan is represented
by Asya Geisberg Gallery, New York.

